
Minutes from April 14, 2015 Nightingale Village Meeting 
 
Meeting began at 7:00 
Introductions were made. Charlotte and Larry Dusold, Stephen Hembree, Jeff Holtzinger, Jim 
DeMiglio and Bob Kimble were present to answer any questions. 
Construction Topics: 
- Permit approved and secured.  
- The County has to counter sign, although it was already reviewed.  
- The entrance permit has been approved and renewed until 2016.  
- Once MDE reviews and gives its blessing, the Notice to Proceed is signed (minimum of 30 
days), hopefully first week is May when formally approved.  
- Schedule needs to be approved. Clock starts on 270 days until completion (weather dependent)  
** Approved Plans are on the website  
** County approved plans for interior entrance 
New entrance: 
The asphalt will be removed from the old entrance and it will become a temporary entrance with 
"green" pavers.  
There will be temporary parking for the bridge workers until Memorial Day but not after.  
The road construction will conduct business between 7 am and 7 pm 5 days a week (typically 
and may vary depending upon weather).  
The beach will remain open and parking will be an issue but please be patient 
The new entrance will be 22' wide with a 12% grade and guard rails. The trees will be removed 
and some will be replanted. There will be a retaining wall (possible bio retention -- getting 
estimates now) 
Budget: 
As we discussed in our earlier meeting in December, LLA has covered the gap (CDA and MDE 
funds) and the contract is fully funded. Everyone is committed to getting the project done.  
Sign and trees: 
After CDA project completed, the LLA will have a sign designed, most likely with stone work 
for our Nightingale Village at the new entrance. 
LLA will work with MDE to replant trees (they are on the plan on the website);  
The LOD (Line of Disturbance) stakes on our lawns mark the limit of disturbance. Now I have 
been assured that although that is the limit of disturbance, they do not anticipate coming onto the 
lawns. Stephen Hembree may have additional information to share with you while I am out of 
town on that issue so please feel free to contact him via email if you have questions.  
 
  



ACTION ITEMS: 
The 4' area directly in front of our property, which is covered in stone now, can remain in stone 
for parking, or it can be turned into grass once the paving is complete. We have to collectively 
agree on stone vs. grass. The residents that attended the meeting collaboratively felt that the 
decision for stone vs. grass should be a uniform decision for our street. The residents who 
attended agreed it should be left as stone; however, I need for everyone to email me their 
response so I have a decision from all the residents on the lake side.  
The properties on the right side (Lots 1-7) will have backfill edge with dirt and grass as the LLA 
has a 10' easement in front of those lots.  
Also, there are a few residents who will be affected by the drainage and Stephen Hembree will 
be contacting them directly to discuss this issue.  
Meeting adjourned. 
 
Chris Logan 
Nightingale Village Chair 


